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THE LOST TREASURES OF
DOLPHII{LEE

Phil Hudson

One of the most gross acts of vandalism to be perpetrated in recent years was the demolition of the

ancient homestead of Dolphinlee in Bulk, Lancs and the general 'tidying up' of the site by the

Crown Estates. The site had managed to strvive the building of the M6 motorway, in spite of its

close proximity (see map 1) and as its historical importance was acknowledged so it was presumed

to be listed and safe, but sadly not protected enough to thwart the attentions of the people who were

in charge of HM prisons' estates which by the 1960s had acquired all the lands around the site and

deemed fit to level the whole site.

Dolphinlee was, and remains on the site

probably still are, of historical and

archaeological importance for a number

reasons. It was one of a series of very early

post-Conquest farm sites, possibly dating

from the lzrh. century and as such has

connections with Lancaster Priory lands. It
is presumed that the site played a part in the

late medieval forest management system

which is evidenced by fragments of
documents relating to very early enclosiue

and land grants within the Royal Forest lands

in Bulk, Dolphinlee and later became part of
the lands of AldclifFe.

The Priory of Lancaster was given estates in
the vills of Bulk with Dolphinlee and

Aldcliffe by William II, by the Charter of
Sees, 1094. The king granted to the priory of
St Mary's, Lancaster, two estates in Aldcliffe
and Bulk, plus the forest underwood as far as

the Frith Brook. Frith field names were still recorded near to the farm site in the late 17th. century.

The site appeared to have a very early water mill which is mentioned in the Eyre court of 1290:

'Richard of Dotfineleye, the miller, c.ut down alders in a sparrow hawks eyry and destroyed the

eyry in the forest of Quernmore,'

He was presented taken to the Lancaster Castle by the sheriff and delivered to the prison. Later he

was mainpemed and released by his brother Alan and one John of Parles. Evidence for the mill
survives in a late l8th.century map of Daltons of Thurnham's land; an area shows the field names

'Mill Dam Meado# and'Mill Parrock'to the south of Bulk village and north of Ridge Farm, with a

stream or'race' line on an east-west axis.

The land was kept within the Priory estate until the dissolution when the site became part of a much

larger estate purchased from the Crown, c1536, when sold (technically) to land speculators by

Henry VI]|L e.g. 'demised to Thos Westbie and others' for a cash fee, later it was fully incorporated

into the Thurnham Hall lands of the Daltons.
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Before cl5I7, the site was known to have been occupied by the Copelands, an important but minor
local family, at the ma:riage of Richard Copeland to Grace Wilson. They were leasehold tenants,

and also acted as stewards for the Daltons, and the family were still in occupation in the 18th.

cenfirry, when the marriage was recorded of Thomas Copeland & Anne Wingren, both of Bulk,
22.10.1723. The Copelands like the Daltons, were recorded as very early dissenters, 'papists' and

apparently very persistent in their adherence to the faith, for one Lawrence Copeland had t'wo-thirds
of his estate sequestered for
his religion before 1640, and it
was not restored to the family
until some years after his
death, (he died in 1651) when
his son Robert and Katherine
his wife petitioned for its
restoration, md only then on
payment of a heavy fine. The
recorded datestone of 1623
with initials L.C.E. (now in
Lancaster Museum) is for
Lawrence and his wife Ellen.
Thus, Dolphinlee was
established as a centre of
worship for adherents to the
'Catholic' faith, so the site is
important to the history of

Recusancy in N.W. Lancashire.

Later on in the late lTth and early 18th century when 'papists' families had to register their small
leasehold estates, those in Bulk included Cottams, Croskells, Balls and the Copelands who in spite

of their problems were still in occupation there. Members of the Copeland families had emigrated
to America and Barbados, it is thought to avoid religious
persecution, within a few years of each other, in the
1630s. John Copeland, son of Lawrence, born in 1612,
sailed to America in 1635 on the Assurance de Lo. He
had married, possibly outside his local community, a Miss
Radcliffe from Lancaster. Some of the Copelands stayed

on the site as did the Croskell and Ball families; all were
yeoman farmers, illegally practising the Catholic religion,
later the will of one is so recorded - 'William Ball,
Dolphinlee, Bulk, yeoman, papist, 1778.' Several other
'yeoman' families in the neighbouring communities were

also practising 'papists' e.g., Prestons of Quernmore
Park, (and later the Cliffords) and their tenants
Walmsleys, Walkers, Parkinsons and Winders. Tyldesley
of Myerscough Hall, who also had a house in Lancaster,
records in his diary, cl7l4, visits to Bulk in order to
worship as a Catholic; this was more than likely at

Dolphinlee where there was a 'secret' chapel and an

ordained Priest available (and provision for his
concealment) for the mass and confession. Much later
Bulk family sons became ordained priests e.g., Mgr.
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Robert Croskell, who became provost of Salford and the Rev. William Ball, who died at

Dolphinlee in 1g80. Detailed Recusancy history is an aspect of site which is outside the scope of

this short article. However, there is evidence for the latter to be seen in what we know of the fabric

of the old house and it is perhaps this aspect of the buildings for which we feel the greatest loss.

For a student of vernacutar buildings the house site would have been rich in 'above ground'

archaeological remains, as the fabric most likely had incorporated into it fragments of a succession

of buildings thought to have been on the site, but for anyone researching the design and firnction of

buildings for .recusant' activity Dolphinlee was in my opinion one of the more important' We have

a reasonable description of the interior of the house from Billington R.N and Brownbill, J. St.

Peter's Lancaster, published in 1910, who briefly record;

'chimney stacps at the end gables of the longer part, there is a modern residential bay at the

south east end, and various lean-to's, ffices, andfarm buildings at the back. The windows are

the usual long low ones with stone mullions. Over the entrance doorway is this inscription in

capital letters:

REDEEME THY SINNES BY ALMSDEEDS

AND MERCIE TOWARDS THE 7OORE. DA. 4 * LOZS L C E

Entering the house, a passage leads across the building, but its walls are of board only. To the

left ii the kitchen, with a large fireplace and an ingle nook the entire width of the room, an

ancient doorwry leads to the back To the right of the entrance is a sitting room with a fireplace
on which is the text,

WHEN THOV MAKEST A FEAST CAL THE POORE I.AME AND BLYNDE. LV. 14.

The doorway from this room to the modern addition reveals the great thiclmess of the wall some

four feet. A passage along the far side ofthe same room leads to a vise or spiral staircase of
stone in the eastern corner of the old part of the house. This stairway, which has a second

external door, leads to the upper story, now partly in use for bedrooms, and to the attic, which is

curiously partitioned and shows the strong roof beams. The attic door has two trap doors; one of
them, otn being opened, gives a view of the basement, and above it hangs a rope over a beam' In

the western room of the upper story is a fireplace over that of the kitchen, having
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carved over it; and on each side ofthis fireplace is one ofthe priest hiding places, entered by a

trap door in the attic above. One hiding place is quite dark, but the other has a small window. A
crucifix and a mahogany candlestick with brass top were found in one.'

Elderly locals have added their knowledge in support, recalling an upstairs room which was painted

with murals and was always referred to as the 'chapel' and that

fowkfro t' University of Lancaster'

were seen visiting the site from time to time. Scraps of information which filtered through to the

writer at the time of the 'now lost! Lune Valley Survey' indicate that a lot of interest was generated

in the site and recordings, plans and photos were taken by members of the survey team. So these

may still survive, (but seemingly now long lost to the public), in some forgotten un.callendared

dusty archive. Hopefully it is information that might support this writer's interpretation that

Dolphinlee was originally a 'halled house' possibly of tower construction, which would add more

weight to the early vernacular importance of the site.

A photograph of the house front, probably taken in the 1950s clearly shows design features that one

can associate with 'provision' of hidden rooms.

The house has clearly been extended eastwards and re-roofed (with 'Welsh' type slates) since its

original building phase. But what is apparent is the double chimney stack at the west. This is not a
common local feature. But the writer has several recorded in the north west; and believes this is a
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particular 'add-on' feafure, to incorporate hidden 'priest rooms' in recusant 'safe' houses, which
hopefully outwits recusant spies thus avoiding detection and reporting to the authorities.

ln the case of Dolphinlee, which is known to have had a full wall 'lngle nook' type fireplace, which
if this was built onto an existing 'halled house' would have
been an extemal oadd-on' and constructed in a stepped

fashion, as most others still are. The photo clearly shows that
a new gable end wall, possibly with a dummy chimney, has

been built. The building style gives several clues that it is not
of modern build, i.e. not watershot - so it's pre-l8th century
and may, in the writer's opinion, date from the c1622 front
re-build as per the dated door-headstone. ln support there is

no evidence of any massive corner quoins, so the earlier
building and fire place is still being supported behind what we
now see. What we see is a skin, with cavities for priest holes
either side of the upper construction of the external stack.

These were accessed, as Brownbill recorded, from the
attic/chapel room by trap door for speedy concealment on
surprise. This may not always have worked - spies and

searchers were perhaps becoming wise to the device - so in
Dolphinlee there is a safeguard, viz: the second chamber in
the rear cavity of the concealed external chimney stack. The
bluff is doubled so to speak, by the lack of a corresponding
upper window in the front of the house and the addition of the

small window, now blocked, that is still seen in the photo, but
there appears to have been no corresponding features for the
rear 'room.' Was this one really meant to be secret, and if so

was no doubt equally well disguised internally; the other was

more easily detectable, and possibly when this happened and
found to be empty searchers were satisfied and left.

Other features of the building were at the time considered
secret signs of the sites affording shelter to the Catholic Faith. Brownbill comments on the
'cruciform' plan of the building, which we cannot now substantiate, but the more easily recognised

was the provision of the so called 'secret' symbol of the
emblem of the cross incorporated into the datestone above
the main doorway. It is also probable that the various
inscriptions found carved into stonework inside and outside
the house were also of known significance to N.W.
Catholics at the time.

If anyone knows the whereabouts of any information on Dolphinlee the writer would appreciate

sight or a copy of it.

Photos and Maps courtesy of Lancaster Clty Museum and Lancashire County Libraries
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